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Cross cutting Issues for Policy Orientation

• All stakeholders want a win-win situation but are we getting there !!! Or is it ‘Chaos management’
• All want a Voice, pursue their own agendas and influence their own interests (not necessarily common, often divergent in direction)
• Environment Governance (right technology, right place, right time, right ethics and right cost)
• Is the livelihoods and community resilience being missed out – 300 million < 1 USD
• How actions impacting the outcomes on policy
Mandates for the State

• Make policies frameworks.. but are they reaching pro poor in technology, credit, knowledge and capacity building access...MGNREGA a success !!!

• Monitoring

• What execution mgt arrangements can be made to execute these frameworks through flexible systems.. link to the pilots... BEE... PCRA ?

• Information reliability and access needs more availability across stakeholders....

• Governance systems...more civil society-people’s voice

• Resource management and distribution....

• Leveraging skills, practices and resources..
Mandates for the Private Sector

• Corporate have shown **creditability**, business approach and sustainable actions – industry
• How can we be strategic in translating the same within communities under CSR
• Share greater **empathy**
• Enabling **sustainable business models** evolve and develop – a process approach
• Long term relationship of mutual respect, mutual benefits and partnership
Mandates for the Financial Institutions

• Inclusive growth and what investments and payback approach for communities- investors returns model approach
• Market interface in sustainable consumption patterns
• Innovative funds 4 investment to business approach
Mandates for the Civil Society

- Having more **entrepreneurial business model** approach encouraging community management
- **Institutionalizing the locals** to be as facilitators in the operations and management
- **Minimize risks and increase resilience** – builds more rapport, leading to trust and recognition
- CSOs working in development, demonstration, field adaptation and dissemination of energy, environment link to... **livelihoods**
- Conceived as a **link organization** to take to the field technologies developed to-by research institutions and demonstrate their commercial viability
The Direction of Development
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- Sustainable

Leapfrog
Drivers of Change

- Technology
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- Legal
- Policy

Financial mechanisms
Enforcement
Education & Communication

Sustainable Development
• Mahatma Gandhi

“Whatever you do may seem insignificant to you, but it is most important you do it”!!